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China Xinjiang Risk: Very High/Ongoing
Since at least 2016, Chinese authorities have perpetrated widespread patterns of abuses targeting
Uighurs and other Turkic Muslim minorities of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region (‘XUAR’ or
‘Xinjiang’). After detailed study of the evidence and relevant facts, in October 2020 the Asia Pacific
Centre for the Responsibility to Protect concluded that Chinese policy toward ethnic minorities in
Xinjiang:
1. Constituted crimes against humanity, including persecution, imprisonment, torture, forced
sterilisation, and enslavement. The evidence may also substantiate further crimes against
humanity of enforced disappearance, murder, and rape.
2. May constitute genocide since genocidal acts may have occurred in Xinjiang, in particular acts
of imposing measures to prevent births and forcible transfers. There is also evidence that
raises concerns that acts including killing, serious bodily and mental harm, and inflicting
conditions that are calculated to bring about physical destruction have occurred in Xinjiang. 1
The Chinese government has subjected Uighurs and other Turkic Muslims in XUAR to an intrusive
system of mass surveillance, large-scale arbitrary detention, forced political indoctrination, and severe
restrictions on movement and religious practice. 2 While the current population of political detainees
is uncertain, in 2018 it was estimated that upwards of a million Uighurs and other Turkic Muslims were
remanded in state custody in what Chinese authorities refer to as ‘re-education’ or ‘deextremification’ facilities, without identifying to friends and family where they had been taken to or
for how long, or if they were alive or dead. 3 This is consistent with the crime against humanity of
“enforced disappearance”, which is defined in the ICC Statute as the “arrest, detention or abduction
of persons by, or with the authorisation, support or acquiescence of, a State or political organisation,
followed by a refusal to acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information on the fate
or whereabouts of those persons, with the intention of removing them from the protection of law for
a prolonged period of time”. 4
Former Uighur detainees have described conditions in the prison camps as variously involving
crowded cells, indoctrination that drove some to suicide, waterboarding, 5 food deprivation as
punishment, beatings, being shackled to chairs for extended periods of time, sleep deprivation,
forcibly being drugged, electrical shock treatment, rape and sexual humiliation, and other forms of
extreme physical and mental abuse. 6 On 24 May 2022 a group of 14 news organisations published the
Xinjiang Police Files, which contained thousands of new leaked documents and images from internal
police networks in Xinjiang that affirm the militarized nature of the camps and refute the Chinese
government’s claims that they are benign education facilities.7
In relation to the question of genocide, there is significant evidence available to establish forced
sterilisation as having occurred in Xinjiang. With the intent to destroy a group, forced sterilisation and
other forms of SGBV fall within the definition of genocide under the Genocide Convention by causing
serious bodily or mental harm, inflicting conditions to bring about the group’s destruction, and
imposing measures to prevent births within the group. As a matter of law, the crime of “forced
sterilisation” occurs when: (1) the perpetrator deprives one or more persons of biological reproductive
capacity; and (2) the conduct was neither justified by the medical treatment of the person nor carried
out with their genuine consent. Individual reports by NGOs and news agencies documenting
interviews with Uighur women, as well as doctors that have treated Uighur women both in Xinjiang
and abroad, 8 are evidence that numerous women have been sterilised by Chinese authorities and
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without their genuine consent. The occurrence of these sterilisations is consistent with official
government statistics, which document a significant decline in birth rates in Xinjiang and a
disproportionate rise in sterilisations in Xinjiang as compared to the rest of mainland China. 9 This
evidence points to a deliberate government strategy to change the demographic balance in Xinjiang
in favour of Han Chinese by depressing the Muslim population and increasing the Han. 10 As well as a
potential act of genocide, this practice is consistent with the UN’s definition of ethnic cleansing, which,
although it is not a stand-alone crime under the Rome Statute, is among the atrocity crimes
governments committed to prevent and respond to under the Responsibility to Protect framework.
There is also credible evidence that Turkic Muslims of Xinjiang have been subjected to widescale
enslavement and forced labour under a government-mandated labour transfer program. Recent
estimates project that upward of 2.2 million Turkic Muslims in Xinjiang could be subjected to coercive
labour, which includes several hundred thousand former re-education camp detainees. 11 Forced
labour is an institutionalised policy in Xinjiang—Xinjiang’s current Five-Year Plan (2021-2025) set in
place unemployment and poverty alleviation targets and a system of surveillance that formally
consolidated coercive labour practices, such that “individuals who were coercively mobilized into work
placements are now effectively prevented from leaving them”. 12 Forced labour or otherwise reducing
a person to a servile status can amount to the crime against humanity of “enslavement” under
international law, 13 which occurs when “any or all powers attaching to the right of ownership are
exercised” over a person. 14 International jurisprudence regards as salient indications of enslavement:
“elements of control and ownership; the restriction or control of an individual’s autonomy, freedom
of choice or freedom of movement; and, often, the accruing of some gain to the perpetrator”. 15
There have been numerous and credible reports of Uighur historical and holy places being destroyed
and desecrated in Xinjiang. Using satellite imagery, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute found that
of a sample of 533 mosques across Xinjiang, 31.9% had been destroyed, 32.8% were damaged, and
35.3% were undamaged. 16 Extrapolating this data to mosques across Xinjiang, approximately 16,000
mosques may have been damaged or destroyed and 8,450 completely demolished since 2017. 17
Besides mosques, ASPI’s data and analysis suggested that 30% of other sacred sites (included shrines
(mazar), cemeteries, and pilgrimage sites) have been demolished, mostly since 2017, and an
additional 27.8% have been damaged in some way. 18 Additionally, the government has allegedly
separated Uighur children from their parents and enrolling them in state boarding schools, which
resembles a government-led “parallel campaign to systematically remove children from their roots”
alongside the broader effort to “transform the identity of Xinjiang’s adults” through ‘re-education’
and religious repression. 19 Such practices could constitute crimes against humanity related to religious
persecution, as well as acts of genocide in relation to serious mental harm and inflicting conditions to
bring about a group’s destruction.
The international response to atrocity crimes in China has been uneven and inadequate, mostly led by
a select few Western states. The US government and elected officials from Canada and the UK have
publicly identified China’s human rights violations as genocide and have called on China to respect the
rights of its Turkic Muslim. 20 The European Union, the UK, US and Canada jointly imposed sanctions
on Chinese officials 21 and several major brands identified as having links with forced labour in Xinjiang
have ceased their presence in the region, including H&M and Nike.22 Countries, mostly from the West,
have issued joint statements of concern at the UN General Assembly.23 China has reacted with
predictable hostility, and worked to silence criticism and even secure statements of support for its
policy in Xinjiang, primarily from developing countries. 24 The most disappointing response is from Arab
and Muslim-majority states who tacitly condone or openly endorse China’s policy. Egypt, Morocco,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria and UAE have colluded with China to detain or extradite Uighurs. 25 In early
August 2022, China hosted a delegation of 32 senior diplomats from 30 Muslim-majority countries for
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a highly stage-managed visit to Xinjiang. A statement by the Chinese Foreign Ministry communicated
that the delegation endorsed China’s “people-centred approach” and recognised the “great
achievements in promoting the governance and development of Xinjiang”. 26
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OCHCR) Michelle Bachelet faced intense criticism following
her May 2022 visit to China for failing to gain genuine access to assess the situation or to strongly
condemn abuses in Xinjiang. Before she departs office at the end of August 2022, Bachelet is
scheduled to release a long overdue OHCHR report on the human rights situation in Xinjiang, that she
has promised since September 2021. China has orchestrated an intense pressure campaign to
suppress the report, including through lobbying diplomatic missions in Geneva to sign on to a letter
to halt its release. 27
Recommendations
The government of China should:
•
•

•

Immediately halt violations in XUAR that may amount to crimes against humanity and
genocide and take active measures to prevent the recurrence or escalation of such
violations.
Repeal policies that institutionalise abuses in XUAR, such as the 2017 Regulation on Deextremification, and respond favourably to outstanding requests for UN special procedures
mandate holders to undertake an official visit to China with unhindered access to detention
facilities in Xinjiang.
Cease its campaign to suppress the forthcoming OHCHR report on the human rights abuses
in Xinjiang and engage in a process to meaningfully implement the recommendations of the
report.

UN Member States should:
•
•
•
•

Condemn atrocity crimes by Chinese authorities in XUAR.
Examine what bilateral measures they could take to encourage China to immediately halt
violations in XUAR and take tangible steps to apply pressure and uphold accountability.
Cooperate to utilize all multilateral avenues, including the UN Security Council, General
Assembly, Human Rights Council, and other bodies as appropriate, to express disapproval of
Chinese polities encourage the authorities to change course.
Actively counter China’s campaign to suppress the OHCHR report on Xinjiang, including
through building a broad coalition of states in support of the UN’s mandate to investigate
and report on atrocity crimes in Xinjiang.

The UN Human Rights Council should:
•

Urgently establish an investigation to gather information to assess whether patterns of
abuses in Xinjiang constitute crimes against humanity or other atrocity crimes that are
universally prohibited under international law.

The OHCHR and special procedures mandate holders should:
•
•

Release the overdue report on alleged violations in Xinjiang, and undertake efforts to carry
through the report’s recommendations to cease and address abuses in Xinjiang.
Continue to call for the immediate release of persons involuntarily held in detention without
due process, closely monitor the situation in Xinjiang, and continue to urge China to uphold
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the human rights and fundamental freedoms of Turkic Muslims and to accept independent
UN observers in Xinjiang.
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